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	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.45.0

Corrected problem when appending a breed data set to another breed data set.  Minor bug fixes.


	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.44.0

Option provided for making automatic backup of data files when program exits.  Backup file default name changed to be breed name plus the current date and time in order 'yyyymmddhhmmss'.


	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.43.4

Corrected automatic file name creation to avoid illegal characters in saving pedigrees as JPG's.


	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.43.3

Added title dates to available pedigree printer output for the main animal in the pedigree.


	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.43.2

Fixed Alfirin output of index files to solve missing litter data.

Added additional search and list items to reports.


	What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.43.0

Fixed missing characters in animal names in Line of Descendants and Top Producing reports when output is limited by titles.

Added additional options for output of files for “Alfirin Pedigree Software” formats.  Corrected minor problem with registration number output.

     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.42.1

Fixed problem with printing annotated pedigrees with more than one page of annotations.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.42

Delimited file export now allows for empty fields to be output to provide for requirements of other programs for data organization.

Export of data in the proper format for the “Alfirin Pedigree Software” is now available, including the making of the required index files.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.41

Pedigree displayed on the screen now highlights all occurrences of an animal when the mouse passes over the animal's name.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.40.2

Corrected error in saving country names and abbreviations.  Revised web site address to new CHO-Soft web page.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.40.1

Corrected pedigree printing to make a multi-page document instead of having each page be a separate document.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.40

Install system revised to be Windows Vista compatible.  Default program installation is now to a folder CHOSoft\Pedigree in the normal Program Files location.  Default data file location is now My Documents\Pedwin Data.  

Program Options window now has a tab titled "Fonts" which allows setting of fonts used for all features.  These fonts may be set either here or at the point of use.

Additional program now installed with PEDWIN that will reset all settings to their original values except for the license information.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.39

Help system revised to be Windows Vista compatible.

Breeding diversity report modified to add ending year setting.  Report may be limited to domestically registered animals only.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.38.04

Added check box to Data Listing function to search for whole words only in text based searches.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.38.03

Added complete percentage to line breeding list.

Provided alternate methods for name indexing.  Indexing method is selected during breed setup and may be changed at any time.

AKC New Titles input now adds owner's address information.

Text for pedigree certification may now be changed.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.38.01

Added Custom Inquiry page to contain specialized searches of data.

Revised name indexing method to utilize punctuation.  Eliminates duplication of names when same except for punctuation.  Data file is
automatically re-indexed when opened for the first time.

Minor errors may now be ignored when deleting animal records.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.38

Added print function to Setup Title Rules to aid in setting up the required rules.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.37.02

Corrected text length for pedigree certification & signature line when the program adjusts font size while printing a pedigree.

Added margin adjustment setting for printed and saved pedigrees.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.37.01

Added "This pedigree is accurate to the best of my knowledge." and signature line at bottom of printed pedigree as an option when printing.

Minimum number of generations for screen display now set to 3.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.37

COI calculation added to all reports via the Selected Data button.  COI also added to information displayed for on-screen pedigrees when the mouse is over an animal's name.  Environment setup contains method for setting the number of generations for this calculation.

File combine feature added to the Edit | Import menu item to add nimals
from another Breed Data Set to the current one.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.36

Screen display of a pedigree can now be set from 5 to 7 generations.

Added settings for picture size when saving a pedigree as a graphic.

Added method to directly import New Titles information and Stud Book information from files.

File copy feature added to copy all Breed Data Set files.

Setting added to define a default folder for saving reports
and pedigrees.

Added Breeding Diversity report to list sires or dams that produced offspring in each year.  Report sorts by percentage of offspring produced during the year.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.35.01

Properly restored default printer font after printing a pedigree.

Added method to read and write delimited text files. - temporarily removed until fully documented.

Added 'Breeding Diversity' report for yearly comparison. - temporarily
removed until fully documented.

When viewing any report, highlighting an animal's entry and right clicking the mouse will now display a menu to allow editing the entry,displaying a pedigree of the animal or copying the selected text to the clipboard.

Revised data entry to have clear button delete littermate data.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.35

Added Customization features.

Moved program settings to Windows Registry.

Added check for Read-Only files to change to Read-Write if necessary.  Eliminates program termination if files not set to Read-Write.

Revised addition of littermate data when animal is already in data set.

Changed title date display and entry to conform to system date/time settings for month and year display position.

Revised Stud Book date entry to accept AKC volume & number and convert to month/year.  Works with numbers or Roman Numerals.

Added 'Data Maintenance' menu item to help find errors in breed data set.  Moved 'Re-index Data' menu item into 'Data Maintenance'.

Corrected error when making an HTML pedigree with no template file named.  Now requires a valid template file.

Corrected error in selecting breeder data for reports.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.34

Corrected 'ISAM Error 10070' both on program startup with corrupted 
.DIA file and when reading animal data with corrupted information.

Fixed problem with 'Save to File' for a pedigree.  Now reduces resolution properly to avoid 'Out of Resources' error.

Added main screen picture for each breed data set.  Different picture selectable for each breed.

Added 'Quick Start' help file to menu.

File backup screen now suggests a file name for saving data.

When viewing any report, an animal's entry may be edited by ighlighting the name and right clicking the mouse.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.33

Fixed a problem with restoring a breed data set from a backup when there are no existing breed data sets.

Revised titled name display procedure to fix problem with titles being highlighted or displayed in red when they should not be.

Sequential Files lines now are quoted if a field contains a double quote in the data.

Added left handed page pedigree to the 'Copy to Clipboard' function for a displayed pedigree.

Added a picture to main screen and the option to change it.

Added an expiration time to the evaluation version.

Added option to compress reports to minimum number of lines when displaying 'Selected Information'.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.32

Fixed the printing of Clearance Data Titles on pedigrees.

Corrected size of pedigree placed on Windows Clipboard.

Fixed 'Parameter not correct' error on displaying pedigree.  Now size of pedigree window limited to 750 x 1000 pixels to avoid
this problem.

Line Breeding list now supports more than 9 generations.  Ancestor location in the list uses 2 lines for display if more than 9 generations are used.  Calculation for Wright's COI now supports up to 30 generations.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.31

Corrected printing pedigrees with a logo in upper left corner.  Previously the logo printed rotated 180deg. and too small on the first copy of a pedigree.

Revised internet registration method for credit cards.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.30

Corrected Sequential File Read procedure to avoid error when no comment data has been included in Sequential Files.

Corrected display of additional information in pedigrees.  Now works when mouse is over an animal's name.  No longer requires a mouse click to view information.

When viewing a pedigree, right mouse button now edits the animal under the cursor.

Revised search for missing data in the listing screen to separate Import Country from Import Registration Number.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.29

Added breed setup data for maximum number of foreign titles to show before switching to a word to signify multiple foreign titles.  Also added the ability to define this word from a drop down list.

Descendant list may now be shortened to only expand an animal's descendants the first time the animal is listed.

Mouse wheel support added.

Added caption for date record last revised to data entry screen.

Revised screen position and size to make all features visible with 640x480 screen resolution.

Added Notes section to on-screen data for a pedigree with mouse click.

Added check box to display an annotated pedigree on screen.

'Select Name from List' window now supports the function of copying the animal name to the Window's Clipboard with <Ctrl-C> key.

Corrected statistics page to properly count animals with Description, Notes and Comments.

Corrected error in writing Sequential Data File .DA5.  Title #29 was skipped.  When files are read back in, this title would be omitted in the resultant breed data set.

Changed Notes editor to prohibit word wrap at end of line.  This was causing some notes to loose the last line if a previous line wrapped to the next one.

Corrected clearing of default values for Publication / Title dates from pop-up menu.

Corrected method of printing a pedigree without a logo after one had been specified.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.28

Corrected limitation on HTML pedigree generation.  Now works properly up to a 10 generation pedigree.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.27

Added coefficient of inbreeding calculation for each ancestor to the Line Breeding Report.

Added button for Sibling List.

Revised pedigree printing to work with high resolution printers.

Fixed problem with not printing the last page of a report under  certain conditions.  Changed number of characters per line to reflect printer portrait/landscape mode if set from main menu.

Added support for saving a pedigree to a file in .JPG and .PNG format in addition to .BMP format.

Added support for using a graphic in .JPG and .PNG format in addition to .BMP format as a logo for printing on a pedigree.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.26

Updated New Breed Startup file 'DefTitle.SUP' with latest AKC title definitions and rules for title display.

Added new Predefined Descriptions for use when adding animals to the database.  Creating these default descriptions is done from the Setup Breed screen.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.25

Corrected error in deleting an animal if there is no replacement animal.
Program seized up upon deletion.

Added title to printing reports for print spooler.

There is a known problem with viewing reports on certain Windows XP computers with limited memory.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.24

Corrected year entry problem that made the base century 3800.  Now works properly as either 1900 or 2000 for 2 digit year entries depending upon the year set in the 'Epoch' field in menu item 'Options | Environment'.

Corrected printing of greater than 5 generation pedigrees.


     What's new in PEDWIN Version 1.23

PEDWIN now uses fewer Window's resources, which reduces the memory requirements.

The backup feature has been changed to use a specified path for backup files.  When you select the restore option, a list of backup files is presented for selection.

All reports now allow you to select the data that you want to have reported as an alternative to the standard reports.

The search function will now search for empty data fields to look for missing data.

When a pedigree is displayed, clicking the left mouse button over an animal's name will display information about that animal.  Click the right mouse button to return to normal.  Double clicking the left mouse button over an animal's name will display a pedigree of that animal.  A history of recently displayed pedigrees is kept for easy return to a just viewed pedigree.

Menu items added under Help to view this file and readme file.

